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Abstract: Before proceeding with the fusion, which is a very special case of missing data 
imputation, pre-fusion conditions should be verify In this paper we propose a procedure to verify 
the presence of a common data structure between two data files based on non-parametric bootstrap 
confidence intervals. 
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Introduction 
Data Fusion and Data Grafting are concerned with combining files and information coming from 
different sources [Saporta (2002)]. The problem is not to extract data from a single database, but to 
merge information collected from different sample surveys.  
The term fusion is used in this sense. The typical data fusion situation formed of two data samples, 
the former made up of a complete data matrix X relative to a first survey, and the latter Y which 
contains a certain number of missing variables.  
The aim is to complete the matrix Y beginning from the knowledge acquired from the X. As a 
consequence, the Data Fusion can be considered as a particular case of data imputation framework, 
with the difference that in this case a group of instances is missing as they have not been collected. 
 
Data Fusion framework 
Data Fusion problem can be formalized in terms of two data files [Aluja-Banet et al. (1998)]. The 
first data file consists of a whole set of p + q variables measured on n0 individuals. This data file is 
called donor file. The second data file, usually named receptor file, consists in a subset of p 
variables measured on n1 units.  
The problem is to merge two different and independent databases. 
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Figure 1: Data Fusion mechanism 

 
In literature, usually on distinguish between explicit models and implicit models. 
With explicit models, a model is used to connect Y variables with the X variables in the donor file 
and then applying this model in the receptor file.  
Within explicit models on distinguish between the classical approach (regression models, general 
linear models and logistic regression) and the non-parametric approach (Tree-based methods) 
[D'Ambrosio et al. (2007)].  
Implicit models are based on the concept of similarity among the observations deriving from 
different sources [Alujia-Banet et al.(1998, 2007)]. 
 
Pre-Fusion conditions 
Before proceeding with the fusion, pre-fusion conditions should be verified, indeed the internal 
relationships of common variables X and X1 should show a stable pattern [Bonnefous et al.(1986)]. 
Rius et al. [Rius et al. (1999)] suggest to verify initial conditions by identifying the common group 
of variables which define a similar representation subspace for both data files.  
Authors chose the common variable space from the different data sets by performing a Principal 
Component Analysis on X and then they use a branch-and-bound procedure to eliminate variables 
in order to find a minimal set of variables of the common group. In a succeeding step, they analyze 
the stability of the common space by bootstrap replications to assure that the association of the 
common variables is the same. 
We propose a methodology to verify pre-fusion conditions which is entirely based on the use of 
tree-based models. 
Let x1,…,xp be the set of common variables belonging to the donor file X, and let  be the 
set of common variables belonging to the receptor file X1. 
We propose to build up p classification (or regression) trees considering, at turn as response 
variable, the jth x variable validated by cross-validation. For each tree we compute a confidence 
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interval for the misclassification ratio (or for the root mean squared error) through k bootstrap 
replications. Then the common variables forming the receptor file are dropped down the p trees.  
For each variable, if the goodness of fit measure is included in the confidence interval then the two 
data files (both donor and receptor) should have a stable pattern. In addition, this procedure is an 
alternative way to select the suitable number of variables which have to be used for the fusion 
process. 
 
Simulation study 
To test the methodology, several simulation studies were performed. Following tables show the 
results relative to only one simulated data set.  
Simulation study has been defined thinking to reliable situations in which Data Fusion can be 
functional, i.e. when the donor file is a set of socio-economic variables (i.e., age, gender, income, 
job, etc.). For that reason, a simulated dataset was built using different random distributions for the 
set of common variables (Uniform, Multinomial, Normal), whereas specific variables were 
generated in both cases without relationship with common variables and with linear link with other 
variables (see table 1). Entire data set was randomly splitted in two sub-sets (donor and receptor 
file), used in the pre-grafting procedure.  
 

Simulation  Study 

Donor file: 1000 observations; Receptor file: 400 observations; 

Common Variables Specific Variables 

}65,81{in  uniform is 1X  141 2040 X.-X.k Y +=  

1,0.3})0.2,0.4,0.{( lmultinomia is 2 =πX 2452 21030 X-X.X.k- Y +=  

3})0.2,0.5,0.{( lmultinomia is 3 =πX  )3070exp( 13413 X.X.)-X ~N(XY ++  

)10,100( normal is 4 == σμX  {0,100}in  uniform is 4Y  

)50,500( normal is 5 == σμX   

Table 1: Simulation study 

 
Table 2 contains the bootstrap confidence intervals for the root mean squared error (variables x1, x4 
and x5) and the misclassification ratio (variables x2 and x3) of the variables belonging to the 
common part of donor file. Confidence interval has been derived using the percentile approach with 

05.0=α . 
Table 3 shows the performance of the decision trees validated via cross-validation of the same 
variables belonging to the receptor file.  
 
 

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 
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lower limit 6,813 0,137 0,113 5,285 27,613 

upper limit 12,846 0,300 0,297 9,968 49,282 
Table 2: Bootstrap Confidence Intervals 

 
 

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 

RMSE MR MR RMSE RMSE 

12,295 0,280 0,240 9,071 46,122 
Table 3: Decision tree badness of fit measures 

These results prove that both donor and receptor file have a similar data structure, which is a 
fundamental pre-condition of the Fusion process. 
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